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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RP Visual Solutions Continues to Enhance
Appearance of Christie MicroTiles
Anaheim, Calif. May, 2013 – RP Visual Solutions (RPV) has recently
completed another successful installation of Christie® MicroTiles® in the
Christie® Cypress, Calif. Headquarters, utilizing our custom-designed
mounts. Christie and RP Visual Solutions have worked on many Christie
MicroTiles projects together since the display solution was launched.
RPV first installed Christie MicroTiles in Christie’s Cypress USA headquarters in 2010, with an
elevated, tilted, 5 x 10 Christie MicroTiles array that overlooks the lobby below. Earlier this
year, we headed north of the border to set up our mounts in Christie Canada’s headquarters in
Kitchener, Ontario. This installation of 186 Christie MicroTiles showed the unique arrangements
possible with the product, resulting in several striking, unique, and towering arrays mounted on
the perimeter of the elevator. And most recently, we returned to the Cypress office to complete
our largest installation for Christie to date—an angular, curved array of 108 Christie MicroTiles
displayed prominently on the rounded wall behind the reception area.
“RPV’s approach to custom mount design is a great fit for MicroTiles’ unique display
possibilities,” said Product Specialist Tiffany Kautsky, “which is why companies like Christie
trust us to provide mount solutions for their challenging arrays.”
RPV will be exhibiting at InfoComm this June in Orlando at booth 2933 showing innovative ways
to mount Christie MicroTiles.
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rp Visual Solutions fabricates visual displays for AV integrators and Consultants in demanding
applications, including Boardrooms, 24/7 Utility Control Operations Centers, Training Facilities,
Network Operation Centers—anywhere visual displays are utilized.
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